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President's Letter
Here it is, already the beginning of August. I’m now thinking back on the last few months and special
occurrences during that time.
The Governor’s Fishing Opener was an active time for all of us. I was the fishing guide for U.S. Congressman
Rick Nolan, who is from this area of the state, and his son. Both are really nice individuals as well as good
fisherman. The weather could not have been worse. It was about 30 degrees with snow flying and a strong
wind. Congressman Nolan caught a 20-inch walleye, which won the contest for the largest walleye caught. We
also caught numerous other fish. I believe a good time was had by all.
The 5K Run for the Lake was held on Saturday of Memorial Day weekend and did not draw quite as many
runners as last year. The Big Sandy Lodge & Resort does most of the preparation for the run, while your lake
association provides the volunteers to man the various tables and helps to clean up afterwards. The Lodge also
made a donation to the lake association, despite the fact that the number of runners participating didn’t enable
them to cover the cost of expenses for the run. Thank you to Big Sandy Lodge, and to all who participated in or
worked on the 5K run. (To see the race results, go to runforthelake5k.itsyourrace.com/Awards.aspx?id=7316.)
On June 11th, we held our lake association annual meeting at the Big Sandy Lodge. We had a good turnout and
an informative meeting. John Pilney, one of our BSLA directors, provided information about the mining/
explorations going on in Tamarack. We held an election for two new board members to replacing the two who
are leaving. (There is another short article in this newsletter with more information on the election.) The big
door prize was a Paradise Pad water mat and was won by Karen Adelmann. The meeting ended with a nice
lunch for all!
The 4th of July fireworks on Big Sandy from Floe Island were magnificent – even better than the previous year.
The fireworks provide entertainment and lasting memories for all who attended, via boat or from shore.
Thanks to Wayne Floe and his workers and friends, who all did such a great job dazzling all of us who
watched and enjoyed the fireworks.
The recent high water scare and bad storms are always concerning for those of us who saw the high water
flooding in June of 2012. It was a huge disruption for everyone on the lake for most of the rest of that summer.
More recently, our cabin was without electricity for four full days as a result of the storm that came through in
the middle of the night on July 20th thru early morning on the 21st. It took down many, many trees including
some on our road and our property. I believe some other homes were out of power even longer, but four days
with no water, no flushing and no power for lights, refrigerators or freezers – we couldn’t even make toast or a
cup of coffee – was MORE than enough. I thought I was pretty smart when I bought a boat lift powered by our
house current and obviously, we couldn’t use that either. We had a weekend guest and entertaining was
challenging, since the purpose of the visit was to spend time on the lake. I hope we don’t have to go through
that again anytime soon.
Meanwhile, I hope everyone stays safe and enjoys the remaining days of summer.
Bruce Johnson, President, Big Sandy Lake Association

Gardening With Deer In Mind

by Micki Berg, Aitkin County Extension Master Gardener

Let’s face it, we’ve all had at least one not so pleasant
experience with deer in our gardens at one time or
another. After all, we live in northern Minnesota and
one of the reasons we live here is to
experience the wildlife who share their
habitat with us. I admit that I have
been worn down by the persistence
of these beautiful animals and
have transitioned my ‘city
gardens’ to more ‘wildlife
friendly gardens’ over the last
couple of years. I have
discovered that I enjoy my
gardens much more when I
can also enjoy the wildlife
that browses them.
When it comes to deer, keep in
mind that these animals are
grazers. They mosey into our
yards, tasting this and that, stopping
only when they find something that
pleases them . . . like hostas, a deer’s salad
bar! Some have had luck in deterring munching
deer by planting flowers that deer don’t particularly like
in between your beloved plants. Marigold, zinnia,
ageratum, cleome, begonia, alyssum, salvia, geranium,
dusty miller, and snapdragon are annuals that can fill in
those bare spots and maybe keep the deer moving if they
get a taste of them.

Transition your perennial gardens to plants that the deer
don’t particularly care for. Aster, astilbe, bachelor
button, baby’s breath, bee balm, black-eyed Susan,
bleeding heart, butterfly milkweed, columbine,
coneflower, coral bell, coreopsis, hyssop, iris, ironweed,
joe-pye weed, lambs ear, lungwort, marsh
milkweed, meadow rue, monkshood,
peony, poppy, primrose, Russian
sage, strawflower, turtle head,
Virginia bluebell, fern and
yarrow are a few suggestions.
Don’t forget about herbs!
Plants with a strong taste are
also worth trying. Onion,
horseradish, tarragon, mint,
basil, rosemary, and thyme
are all on the list.
There are also some shrubs that
aren’t on the deer candy list.
These include viburnum,
serviceberry, pine, fragrant sumac,
lilac, spirea, barberry, juniper,
nannyberry, forsythia and baptisia.
Fencing and spraying are other options especially for
those ‘just have to have’ plants. Lastly, remember that
there is no such thing as deer proofing your garden.
Truth is, if hungry enough, a deer will eat anything.
More information on deer-resistant plants can be found
at extension.umn.edu.
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Brian Herbranson's Clean Legacy

This crew was on hand in May to clean up County Highway 14, and as you can see, they found a few things that
don’t belong on the roadside. We are grateful to friends and family of the late Brian Herbranson, former BSLA
board member, for their commitment to Brian’s memory and to this community. Thank you!

A Word from our Conservation Officer
With summer upon us in full force, there has been
a lot of activity on the lake. As mentioned in
a past newsletter, there are issues on the
lake and surrounding lakes with
lakeshore owners removing wild rice
and other aquatic plants without
permits. I would like to mention this
again, as wild rice is a critical resource
in Minnesota. For more information on
what requires a permit please visit
www.dnr.state.mn.us/shorelandmgmt/
apg/permits.html. If you do remove
aquatic vegetation illegally (either without
a permit or if you exceed what the permit
allows), do expect enforcement action to be
taken.
This summer I have received several complaints
about ATV activities in the area. If you partake in
ATV operating, please take the time to familiarize
yourself with the ATV laws. Several violations are
related to youth operation. I have come across

several circumstances where youth have been
permitted to operate ATVs, and the ATVs have been
utilized as a "babysitter." There are different
requirements for youth operators, and
anyone born after July 1, 1987 must have
ATV safety training. For more
information, please visit the DNR’s
website under the Recreation tab.
Several of the summer weekends have
had rainy, windy, or otherwise
unfavorable weather but several
boaters and anglers have enjoyed some
July weekends and pleasant weekdays on
the lake. Remember, as with operating a
boat or any other motor vehicle, alcohol and
riding do not mix! Ride safe, ride responsibly.
CO Amber Ladd #553
MN DNR Enforcement (McGregor)
Email: amber.ladd@state.mn.us
Cell: 218-429-2021
TIP: 800-652-9093 or text #TIP from your cell phone

Big Sandy Lake Fishery Update

by Rick Bruesewitz, DNR Fisheries Supervisor, Aitkin
Well, if it’s not one
thing it’s another. It
seems the weather
doesn’t have a very
good sense of
humor. Luckily,
with the torrential
rain that came a
few weeks ago, the
aftermath wasn’t
nearly as
devastating as in
2012. However, we
are seeing some
very similar patterns emerge. A few weeks after the 2012 rain,
as the water receded off the wetlands, it carried with it a
tremendous load of decaying organic matter, which resulted in
some fish kills due to lack of oxygen. The same thing is
happening this year, just not quite as bad.
I stopped by a few crossings on the Sandy River and observed
a few dead fish, as well as the typical “sewer” smell that goes
along with lots of decaying organics. While the Sandy River
was fairly putrid with only trace levels of dissolved oxygen,
the Prairie River was in much better shape with nearly 5 parts
per million oxygen. This is good for the tullibees in Bill Horn
Bay. Oxygen/temperature profiles in the bay, which we
collected the last week of July as part of our summer survey,
suggest good habitat for tullibee, and so I believe they have a
much better chance of surviving the summer than they did in
2012.
Here are a few other observations from this year’s assessments,
so far:
•

•

•

•

Spring walleye assessment had more fish in more
areas than we’ve seen in past assessments in 2000 and
2009. Numbers were 3-5 times higher. About 1/3 of
the fish we saw during this spawning assessment
were 14-18 inches, with fish over 29 inches observed.
We observed tullibee all around the lake in spring, but
they were restricted to Bill Horn Bay by the summer
assessment in July.
Summer gill net assessment showed higher numbers
of walleye (over 8/net) than we’ve seen the last 15
years (2001-2013 average of 3.6/net). Many of these
fish are likely from the 2012 and 2013 year classes,
which are the first year classes we’ve seen since the
new regulations were implemented, and they appear
very abundant.
Anecdotal observations of crappie in the spring traps
were amazing, with tons of 10-11 inch fish! Summer
trap net numbers were closer to average, but again

•

•

•

with lots of 10-11 inch fish, likely from the strong 2010
and 2011 year classes we observed in 2010.
Pike numbers were relatively low, but that’s a good
thing when we are trying to manage for walleye and is
also good for producing nicer sized pike. The largest
fish we saw last spring was 43 inches. Their favorite
forage, yellow perch, were down a bit from last time,
but still within normal ranges at about 11/net.
Channel catfish were observed in the survey for the
first time, with some very nice fish, up to about 23
inches. I expect catfish to continue to expand
throughout the connected waters.
Summer creel survey is still ongoing, but we can tell
the harvesting is pretty darned slow. This is not too
surprising given our observations of lots of yearling
perch that we observed in the spring, which makes it
easy for walleye to satisfy their hunger.

Given the poorer harvesting, we’ve heard a few questions
regarding the regulations. It is certainly disappointing to catch
a dozen fish and yet not be able to harvest one. Check out my
previous letter to you in August of 2010. The condition of
almost all the fish being 13.5 inches is exactly the scenario
we’re seeing now, and you need to just have a little extra
patience. Those fish are growing, and given the numbers
we’ve seen in the assessments, they will likely be providing
you with some pretty good harvesting within the next two
years.
Also regarding the regulations: sometimes it’s good to refresh
our memories as to why we’re sacrificing some of the
harvesting. Here is what we are trying to accomplish:
“The objectives are: 1) to reduce total mortality of age 4 and 6
walleye to less than 60% ; 2) to increase female spawning stock
biomass to greater than 2lbs/acre as measured by q_abg (a method to
estimate abundance); 3) to improve female spawner age diversity to
above H=0.575 (basically this measures the number of age classes
that are spawning); and 4) to improve the angler catch rates of
walleye between 14 and 18 inches by at least 150%.” - 2010 Walleye
Regulation Proposal
All of these objectives are being reviewed, and in 2018 we will
have a public meeting to discuss the possibility of altering the
regulations. We’ll be seeing you again this fall since we will
be re-doing the summer gill net assessment in the fall so we
can identify spawning females more reliably. This will help us
estimate the spawning stock biomass better than in the
summer. So . . . in the meantime, try to be patient and wait for
these large year classes to grow into catchable sizes, and
thoroughly enjoy the rest of your summer.
Keep a tight line,
Rick Bruesewitz, Aitkin Area Fisheries Office
1200 Minnesota Avenue South, Aitkin, MN 56431
tel. 218-429-3010 / fax. 218-927-4121
aitkin.fisheries@state.mn.us

New BSLA Board Members
Welcome to our three new directors on the BSLA board!
We’re thankful for people who volunteer their time and
expertise to help protect Big Sandy Lake. Here is a bit of
information about each of them:
Micki Berg
Micki Berg lives on Fisherman's Bay full time with her
husband Kevin. Her family vacationed on Big Sandy for
many years prior to moving here. Micki is a retired RN
from Mayo Clinic Rochester where she worked for 27
years, then 4 years at St. Luke's Hospital in Duluth. She
is an active Aitkin County Master Gardener, focusing on
native shoreline restoration, rain gardens, native plants,
and gardening for butterflies and wildlife. She also
raises monarch butterflies during the summer. Micki
volunteers for the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
as a citizen lake monitor on Fisherman's Bay.
Naomi Hupton
Naomi and her husband Matt — and 3 kids and a dog
— have a small cabin on the Sandy River that they
purchased in 2011. You can find the Huptons kayaking,
fishing, swimming, boating, and exploring the local
wilderness. Naomi enjoys cooking, gardening,
photography and spending time outdoors. When this
family is not on lake time, they reside in Minneapolis,
MN.
Christopher Kolak
Christopher is married with 2 teenage daughters. He
and his wife Nicole have been part-time residents of Big
Sandy (Bill Horn Bay/Ponderosa Point) since 2012.
Christopher works as a software development manager
in the cities, and he and Nicole enjoy fishing, water
sports, visiting the various bars & restaurants, and
walking their huskies at Big Sandy whenever they can
get up here.
We have changed the time of our monthly BSLA board
meeting to the second Saturday of each month, in the
lower level of Big Sandy Lodge, starting at 8:30 a.m.
and running until 10 or 11 a.m., depending on the
agenda.

Thank You!
Please give our business members your
patronage. They understand that the
well-being of Big Sandy Lake is essential
for the well-being of their business.
A+ Auto Body
Aardvark Septic
Bann's Bar & Restaurant
Big Sandy Camp & Retreat Ctr
Big Sandy Golf
Big Sandy Lodge & Resort
Century 21 Twin Lakes Realty
Covenant Pines Bible Camp
David Winegar, DDS
EyeCare Center of McGregor
Floe International
Grand Timber Bank
Independent School District #4
Lake Country Power
McGregor Realty
Meyer's Service Center
Minnesota National Golf Course
Nistler Plumbing & Heating
Peat Inc.
Sparks Environmental Consulting
Tamarack Pest Control
Thrifty White Pharmacy
Willey's Marine
Willey's Sport Shop & Spirits
Yellowstone Log Homes
Zorbaz of Big Zandy Lake

Did You Know . . . ?
by Robert Harder

Editor’s Note: We felt it was time to resurrect the story of
how Big Sandy Lake and Bill Horn Bay got their names,
told so well in this reprint by Bob Harder. What’s your
preference: Bill Horn Bay or Bell Horn Bay? We’re
interested in hearing what BSLA members think!

“population pressure,” which was more and more
brought about by the area’s excellent hunting and
fishing. By the end of World War One, Twin City land
developers had heard so much from sportsmen about
Sandy’s outdoor attractions, they decided the area was
ripe for exploitation.

Although we have written previous articles about the
colorful 19th century Sandy Lake character, Bill Horn, we
continue to get questions about him, along with two
related issues: the Bill Horn/Bell Horn Bay naming
“controversy” and how we got the “Big” in Big Sandy
Lake.
To begin anew . . . by the 1870s, following the demise
of the fur trade in the 1840s (the beaver hat went out
of fashion in both Europe and North America), the
Sandy Lake area very nearly reverted to a
primeval state, with only a few score Ojibway
(devastated by communicable diseases), mixedbloods, and whites living around the lake. One of
the latter, arriving sometime in the late 1870s/
early 80s was, according to my grandmother,
Mamie Nelson (1879-1976), a “crazy old hermit”
by the name of Bill Horn, who lived at the south
end of the deep bay on the lake’s east side. The
Indians were convinced, she said, he was possessed
of “very bad medicine” (an idea Horn probably
promoted to prevent drop-in visitors). Jim Murphy,
another Sandy Lake old-timer and late 19th century
logger — a man who knew Horn personally — said he
was “a wicked old devil, and the injuns were scared to
death of him,” never venturing near his place on what
was called even during his lifetime, “Bill Horn’s Bay.”
Fortunately for Horn’s peace of mind, at least in the
beginning, he had few potential neighbors to deal with.
The U.S. 1870 Census listed just 178 people for all of
Aitkin County, though by the mid-1880s the rapid influx
of loggers and settlers had dramatically increased those
numbers. During the early 1900s, hundreds of people
were living on or near Sandy. By then, old Bill had
vanished from the scene. This writer has never learned if
he died quietly in his shack at the end of the bay or
simply moved away in disgust due to the ever-increasing

In January 1921, developer
Hay-Knights of Minneapolis joined
forces with Tingdale Realty (also of Minneapolis) and
Marcus Nelson (my grandfather, a local dealer in land
associated with Tingdale — they were brothers-in-law)
and purchased a large chunk of property between the
north end of Bill Horn’s Bay and the Prairie River. One of
their first considerations, aside from the initial surveying
and platting, revolved around what they perceived as
the lake’s rather “plain” name. It was thought to be too

“common,” as well as potentially confusing among prospective
buyers regards what the developers felt could be “confusion
with all the other many Sandy lakes in the state.” Also, the
name as it stood simply did not seem “grand enough” for their
ambitious project. The upshot of all this resulted in the
developers unilaterally renaming the body, “Big Sandy Lake.”
The new name was apparently accepted without local
complaint, possibly even welcomed (no public officials
appeared to object either). Thus, “Big Sandy Lake” it became,
and “Big Sandy Lake” it always will be.
In the spring of 1921, Hay-Knights released their first
promotional brochure and plat map, offering lots (mostly 50’ to
60’ wide) for sale on what they termed “Big Sandy Lake
Highlands,” located on the east side of the lake along what is
now Ridge Road and County 14 just north of the Prairie River
Bridge. This is believed to be the first platted development on
the lake. As far as this writer can determine, both the names
“Big Sandy Lake” and “Bill Horn Bay” appear in print for the
first time on this brochure. As it happened, however, something
odd occurred on the second printing of this and all subsequent
promotional brochures: Bill Horn Bay somehow became Bell
Horn Bay. It is this writer’s conjecture, based on considerable
research into the matter, that the change was likely an accident,
most probably a printer’s error on the second brochure,
whereby the “i” was inadvertently changed to an “e.”
It then seems, what with the rapidly growing volume of various
types of related sales materials that also carried the same
mistake, it was too expensive and too much trouble to throw all
that newly printed promo material away over such a small
mistake.
It is also possible the developers discovered the mistaken term
“Bell Horn” was euphonious, i.e., it had pleasing ear appeal,
which further hindered any inclination to make the expensive
corrections. And so it is today we are “stuck” with the
nonsensical name, Bell Horn Bay. From time to time, it is
suggested we go back to the original Bill Horn Bay name, but
the fact is we face the same problem as did the Hay-Knights
folks ninety years ago, actually even more so, in that we have
ben calling it Bell Horn Bay for so long it would be very hard
(and expensive) to now mandate a return to the original name.
And, in the end, maybe it doesn’t matter. Maybe it can continue
to be referred to by both names, just another quirk in the rich
cultural, historical, and human history of Big Sandy Lake.

Fighting the Spread of Aquatic
Invasive Species on Big Sandy
by Steve Hughes, AIS Coordinator, Aitkin County SWCD

Commitment to stopping or slowing the spread
of AIS continues to be strong in Aitkin County.
With our 350 lakes and hundreds of miles of
streams and rivers, the stakes are high. Aitkin
County currently employs about 25 inspectors
who are stationed at lake accesses throughout the
county. As
of the end
of July
2016, they
have
performed
more than
5000
inspections this summer. In 2015, about 9,300
inspections were completed. An inspection
consists of a face-to-face conversation with the
lake user who is preparing to launch a boat or
preparing to leave the lake.
Our goal is education first so that boat owners
will properly inspect, clean, and dry their
watercraft EVERY TIME they enter or exit a lake.
We cannot cover every possible entry point to
our lakes and rivers, and we are not staffing the
sites on most weekdays, nor are we staffing 24
hours per day. Therefore, the responsibility lies
with the lake user. We have made great progress
in the awareness of this important issue. Progress
is documented through observations and
answers to the questions that are asked of the
boat owner. Of course, sometimes education
must take the form of an enforcement action.
We have great support from DNR Conservation
Officers, the County Sheriff's Department, the
Aitkin County Board of Commissioners, and
local lake service providers Willey's Marine and
Farm Island Repair and Marine. Perhaps our
greatest supporters are lake associations and
those boat owners who are already informed and
supportive of the fight against the spread of
aquatic invasive species.
Thanks for all of your support, we plan to
continue to fight (and win) the battle against AIS.

Lake Associations: Lakes and So Much
More
by Sheriff Scott Turner

When you hear the descriptor “Lake Association,” what kind
of concept comes to your mind? There is no doubt that all lake
associations were formed with the idea of improving or
protecting the quality of the lake itself, a noble idea that has
resulted in many lakes having better water quality as a result
of these efforts. Most recently they are front and center on the
efforts to stop the spread of Aquatic Invasive Species. Lake
associations have also become a voice in local and state
decisions as they relate to laws involving lake protection. In
short, they have become a collective voice in shaping the future
of perhaps Minnesota’s most treasured natural resources.
They have also become a supporter of some outstanding local
causes. Big Sandy Lake Association is an annual supporter of a
number of local causes. The first that comes to mind is the
annual Big Sandy Water Institute. And this past year, support
for the Aitkin County Law Enforcement Benevolent
Association to send members to Washington, DC for Police

Officer Memorial Week, and to build an Aitkin County Law
Enforcement Memorial.
From my public safety perspective, they have become the focal
point for working with lake communities to make them a
much safer place to live, work and play. Social events to
acquaint neighbors, annual meetings to engage a larger lake
community, and neighborhood watch efforts are just some of
the things that they do to help us do a better job of serving you.
Burglaries and other property crime numbers are down in the
county – perhaps because of these wonderful relationships that
we have with lake associations and their members.
So . . . thank you, Big Sandy Lake Association, for helping us
do a better job of serving you. As always, enjoy Aitkin
County . . . Safely!
Scott A. Turner, Sheriff of Aitkin County
217 Second Street NW, Room 185
Aitkin, MN 56431
218-927-7435 Emergency 911
Sheriff Fax 218-927-7359 / Dispatch Fax 218-927-6887
TOLL FREE 1-888-900-2138

Spotted On Our Big Sandy Lake Association Facebook Group
Does anyone remember this place?
Trent Schaffler asks:
"Does anyone have any history about Ekelunds Mexican Gift Shop? The postcard says it was located 5 miles north of
Mcgregor on Hwy 65. My guess is that is was about where Willey's is today. I know the Ekelunds ran a lumber mill
off County Road 14.
We had some
Mexican figurines
that came with our
place that the
softball size hail
obliterated in 07.
Wonder if they came
from this shop? Our
place was built in
the 30s and is of the
same vertical log
style as pictured in
the postcard."

Thank you and Best Wishes to Departing
Board Members

• Andrew Streeter has also made the decision to resign
from the board. Andrew was our point person for the
boat ramp inspections designed to help prevent the

Two members on the BSLA Board of Directors have

introduction of aquatic invasive species from getting

decided to resign their positions this year:

into Big Sandy from incoming boats and trailers. He
did the hiring and followed up on the progress and

• Mark Johnson was a past president on the board and

successes we had with the invasive species efforts.

worked very hard on getting and sharing information

Andrew has been assigned additional duties at his

on the proposed Sandpiper pipeline and Rio Tinto’s

daily job and decided he could no longer do both his

mining operations in Tamarack. Mark has sold his

regular job and the boat inspections. Thank you,

home on Big Sandy Lake and plans to spend time in

Andrew, for all you have done on behalf of the lake

Florida. I, along with all the other board members,

association.

wish to sincerely thank Mark for all of his efforts on

We have added three new directors to the board:

behalf of the lake association.

Christopher Krolak, Micki Berg and Naomi Hupton.
Welcome to you all and thank you for joining us.

McGregor Lakes Area Foundation Event
You are invited
to the annual social gathering of the

McGregor Lakes Area Foundation
When: Saturday, August 27th, 2:00 to 4:30 p.m.
Where: Home of Dick and Kathy Beatty, 19281 530th Lane, McGregor (NE corner of Big
Sandy)
We will be thanking outgoing and welcoming incoming board members, and talking
about the foundation’s name change, the expanded McGregor Lakes service area. and
results of the $200,000 Environmental Education Campaign. Steve Hughes of the Aitkin
SWCD will be on hand to share information on lake activities and the boat inspection
program, and how it affects our lakes. Light appetizers and beverages will be served.
The mission of the McGregor Lakes Area Foundation (formerly known as the Big Sandy Lake
Foundation) is to improve the environmental, social, and economic well-being of our lake
community.
Please RSVP to Jim Carlson, 218-426-4256 or carlsona@frontiernet.net.

Minnesota Coalition of Lake Associations
(MN COLA) Holds Annual Meeting
Big Sandy Lake Association is a member of the Minnesota
Coalition of Lake Associations (MN COLA). This keeps us in
contact with other lake associations facing similar issues, and
indirectly gives us access to the Minnesota State Legislature
via affiliated lobbyists who work on issues common among
Minnesota lakes. The annual meeting of MN COLA was held
June 21st at the St Cloud Public Library. Here are some of the
highlights that more or less affect Big Sandy Lake, from a
report by MNCOLA president Tom Nelson:
Henry Erdman, lobbyist with Minnesota Lakes and Rivers
Association (MLRA) reminded those present that the 2016
Minnesota legislative session did not go well, by and large, but
MN COLA did score one major victory: a $200,000.00 grant to
deal with the Starry Stonewort in Lake Koronis, near
Paynesville. This was in the “Supplemental Funding” bill that
also made some detail changes to DNR policy regarding fines
and citations for AIS, and some other easy stuff. The Bonding
Bill, which featured a miscellany of water-related issues,
failed, and the Tax Bill was vetoed due
to a technicality. The Tax Bill has some
funding for DNR grants, which have
already suffered the ax in the past.
Negotiations between the parties could
revive some items of interest to MN
COLA, or could fall off, or not happen at
all.
And the muskie stocking situation also failed for time and lack
of support in the Senate (the House approved of the cut-back
in stocking new lakes). Lobbyist Jeff Forester wrote a sharply
worded letter to Gov. Dayton criticizing the DNR’s lack of
transparency and trust among the Minnesotans it serves
regarding the muskie controversy. He suggests that all the
impacted stakeholders convene, and that decisions made by
the DNR be based on proper public input process and
unbiased science. Nevertheless, it looks like those targeted
lakes will get muskies.
Not much we can do now but wait and see what a special
session will do, if they have one.
Next, we heard from Richard Smith about the oil pipeline
situation in northern Minnesota. This has been a very long and
confusing process of hearings and court cases, back and forth.
The Department of Commerce (DOC) is still in charge despite
attempts by concerned citizens to move the environmental
study to a more qualified agency as Responsible Government
Unit (RGU). DOC will only consider an EIS for Enbridge’s
“preferred” route. Enbridge still refuses to remove and
mitigate the failing and ever-leaking Line 3 down the
Highway 2 corridor. Some in the state legislature (both parties)
are also attempting to fast-track this project with a mantra of
jobs, jobs, jobs. Friends of the Headwaters anticipates the need
for further fundraising to make sure that the laws are
followed, corners not cut, and our common waters protected.
Please consider a donation today at
www.friendsoftheheadwaters.org/donate.html.

Speaking of Friends, we also heard from Aaron Klemz from
the Friends of the Boundary Waters. [Ed. note: this issue does
not directly affect Big Sandy, but because we have a possible
sulfide mine in our future, in our watershed, I will include it
here.] Aaron brought us up to date on both the Polymet
mining proposal and the more recent developments on the
Twin Metal mine, to be sited just outside the BWCA, but
within the watershed flowing north with very shallow
groundwater depth.
The two projects are very different, both in the type of mine,
and in the timing of the approval process. While Polymet has
had its EIS approved by the DNR and is now in the permitting
process, the Twin Metals has seen significant resistance of
going any further, with Governor Dayton saying NO, and the
US Forest Service very leery and looking for public support to
join the Governor’s NO.
The mines share the problem of fluctuating markets for the
metals they would produce, plus foreign ownerships. It is
possible that simple economics will put a halt to these
proposals. They also share similar pollution potential from
sulfide ore bodies in areas of
concentrated water-bodies (lakes,
rivers, groundwater) all near the top
of the continental divide (east to
Lake Superior; north to Hudson’s
Bay; and south to the Mississippi).
There has never been a sulfide mine
that did not create significant pollution, even in arid climates.
The potential for an expensive disaster is heightened in a
water-rich environment. Given market volatility, operations
could be abandoned mid-way, after a mess has been created,
with only taxpayers left to clean it up.
Lake association representatives from Stearns County
explained their innovative efforts to combat AIS. Stearns has
one of the most robust AIS plans in the state, much of which is
clearly presented on their county website: co.stearns.mn.us/
Environment/WaterResources/AquaticInvasiveSpecies. Some
Stearns County lake accesses have been fitted with an “ILID”
video-monitoring camera. The value of this surveillance was
discussed by the group. The camera is subject to possible
vandalism or disablement. Some thought the real value was as
a simple deterrent (“we are watching”), while others
questioned the legality or effectiveness. One advantage
beyond simple traffic counters was being able to identify the
types of boats going in and out, and to a limited extent
whether the plug is in/out and any attached vegetation.
Someone has to view the tapes and take notes, of course. Other
counties have also used ILID technology. Finally, a document
is being prepared to identify the true costs and risk of fishing
tournaments in Stearns County. The county could be asked to
articulate the findings into an ordinance spelling out
guidelines and assessing costs.
A special guest, Jen Kader of the Freshwater Society,
mentioned a new “Master Water Steward” program, similar to
the Master Gardner offered by Minnesota Extension.
Information can be found at freshwater.org/master-waterstewards-a-community- approach-to-protecting-water/.
Contact Jen at jkader@freshwater.org for more information.

Letter to the Editor
Finally, some good news?

Things have sure changed since 2013, when
Enbridge applied to the state of Minnesota
for a pipeline permit. Growing public
awareness about climate change,
recognition of the value of drinkable water,
new studies on faulty pipeline materials
and toxic dilbit, revelations about the
condition of Minnesota’s lakes, and most of
all, a drop in oil prices all have had a
profound effect on the fossil fuel industry.
On August 2nd, Enbridge announced that it is purchasing the
Dakota Access Pipeline, which runs from the Bakken oil fields
through South Dakota and Iowa. And they dropped this
bombshell: “Upon successful closing of the transaction, the
Enbridge unit and Marathon plan to terminate their
transportation services and joint venture agreements for the
Sandpiper Pipeline Project.”
That's right: the dreaded “it’s a done deal” Sandpiper pipeline
will soon be put on ice. It’s too soon to say what will happen
next, but one thing is certain: we still have the Line 3
“replacement” tar sands pipeline to contend with. And it’s
slated to be built on the same route Enbridge had planned for
the Sandpiper, right through our watershed.
In late July, Enbridge got a timely boost from the U.S.
Department of Justice, which finally announced penalties for
Enbridge’s 2010 Kalamazoo oil spill. A provision in the DOJ
settlement states that“Enbridge shall replace the segment of
[Line 3] from Neche, North Dakota, to Superior, Wisconsin.”
In other words, part of Enbridge's “penalty” is to make them
do exactly what they wanted to do anyway. Jeff Insko, a selfdescribed “reluctant activist” in Michigan, who writes about
his experience with Enbridge on his property, warns
Minnesotans that Enbridge will use the DOJ provision “as a
cudgel to beat any sort of opposition into submission.” Any
questions asked about Line 3 -- such as its route -- will surely
be met with a stock statement from Enbridge: “we’re legally
obligated to do this according to the U.S. Department of
Justice." Insko helpfully points out that routing decisions are
made at the state level, not the federal level — so Enbridge
must comply with the state of Minnesota’s routing decision.
Of course, Enbridge isn’t going to really replace Line 3; they
plan to abandon the old Line 3 in their pipeline corridor up
north, build a brand new Line 3 on the proposed "Sandpiper"
route, and call it a replacement. Enbridge will leave what’s
essentially a 200-mile long gas tank buried across the width of
our state. It makes you wonder, what will Enbridge do with
the next pipeline that’s too far gone to dig up and replace? Will
they abandon that one, too?

Currently, the Sandpiper/Line 3 EIS scoping process is
underway at the Minnesota Department of Commerce (DOC),
although it's still unclear how the state will
react to the cancellation of the Sandpiper
project. The scoping decision is due any day
now, and will outline all of the concerns that
the DOC must take into consideration as they
prepare the EIS. The draft EIS is scheduled to
be completed in early 2017, at which point the
public will again be allowed to weigh in.
Meanwhile, organized groups such as Friends
of the Headwaters, the Sierra Club, the Mille
Lacs Band, and others, are intervening with
their lawyers on the citizens' behalf.
To ensure that the EIS is not sabotaged by Enbridge, or by
sloppy standards, or by the Department of Commerce itself,
which has demonstrated a bias toward Enbridge, it’s important
that we keep making our voices heard. Organized, civil, legal
opposition has worked in other places, and it can work here.
Please, support the organizations mentioned above with a
financial donation; their attorneys are top-notch, and have
been very effective.
If Enbridge gets its way with Line 3 and builds a tar sands
pipeline on the Sandpiper route, the first thing we'll notice in
the Big Sandy area is a hit on our tourism industry. Enbridge
promised Jeff Insko “a few months” of construction on his
property, but in fact the construction took four years. If this
were to happen on Hwy 65 south of Big Sandy, you can bet
that vacationers and prospective cabin buyers will find a less
disruptive place to go. Our local businesses should be alarmed,
not supportive of Enbridge, as some have made clear they are.
I don't even need to mention what would happen to our local
businesses if an Enbridge tar sands pipeline were to spill in the
Big Sandy Lake watershed. Enbridge still hasn’t figured out a
way to clean up tar sand spills from water.
Now that the only pipeline proposed to run through our
watershed is the one pumping tar sands and toxic dilbit from
the Canadian tar sands region, we need to kick this into high
gear, as Enbridge will certainly do. Write letters to the editor of
local and metro newspapers. Write or call Governor Dayton,
your state senator, and your state representative. They need to
hear that we want to protect Minnesota’s last remaining
salvageable lakes, and they need to know that we will not
settle for an inadequate EIS. Check out the maps and data
available at friendsoftheheadwaters.org. And read Jeff Insko’s
blog about his and his wife’s hair-raising experience with
Enbridge on their property, at grangehallpress.com/
Enbridgeblog/. As always, keep an eye on the Big Sandy Lake
Association Facebook page for updates.
Janet Hill
Big Sandy Lake

Big Sandy Lake Association
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With respect for future generations, the
mission of the Big Sandy Lake
Association -- through education,
leadership, and by example -- is to
protect and improve water quality,
promote best practice shoreline
management and use, and seek balance
and harmony between the rights of
property owners and existing (and
proposed) rules, regulations, statutes,
and laws.

www.bigsandylakemn.org
. . . for the latest BSLA news
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